Case Study
Background
Torben has been part of the 4WD Touring Australia team for years, working
alongside iconic YouTube personality Ronny Dahl. He has a deep history in offroading and camping while his background as an electrician allows him to
modify and tailor his vehicle and its systems to best suit his needs.
His 2012 single cab 79 Series Toyota Landcruiser features a removable canopy
fitted to a shortened light-weight tray, fitted with a custom draw system which
houses all of his 12volt accessories.
What problem did RedVision resolve
My first impression of the RedVision system display and app was that this is
going to reduce a huge amount of stress in trying to figure out how much power
I’m using. Not only that it allows me to quickly determine if I have enough power
to see me through without having to look at several different gauges, and being
able to control everything I want in one location.
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It’s also been so flexible and useful in allowing me to access the RedVision
System via the app on my phone so I can switch accessories on and off without
having to go to the control panel.
How do you use RedVision
As an electrician and someone who loves setting up and toying with gadgets
and gauges, the RedVision TVMS has streamlined the whole set up and really
does look the goods.

Accessories fitted:
REDARC Manager30
REDARC 2000 watt Pure Sine
Wave Inverter

REDARC Support
The product and after sales support with REDARC using the RedVision System
has been outstanding and very helpful on every occasion.
Key benefit
The most impressive feature I found with the RedVision System was the units’
ability to have so many switched circuits and real time read outs in such a small
unit.
The most critical or important function of the RedVision System is hands down
the real time power discharge and recharge information provided on the display
so I never run out of power.
I would highly recommend the RedVision System to anyone I meet as I believe
it is a game changer in bringing high‐tech and standard camping essentials
together with the push of a button that anyone can understand.

Accessories controlled by
RedVision:
2000W inverter
ARB Classic fridge/freezer
Travel Buddy Oven
Twin ARB compressor
Canopy lighting
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